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011- Recommended for occasional 
handling (small banquet and  
private clubs).

Custom designed storage racks  
are available for MTS stacking 
chairs. Contact the factory  
for details.

013- Features Third Swivel Wheel to  
assist maneuverability. Recommended  
for frequent handling (mid to large  
banquet facilities).

015- Self-balancing Fifth Wheel Hand Trucks 
have been ergonomically designed and engineered 
to transport MTS 500 Series Banquet stackers with 
minimum effort. The extended length of the pick-up 
arm design allows up to 15 chairs (or 300 lbs.) to 
be lifted and maneuvered with ease. The fifth wheel 
assists in depositing chairs evenly onto floor surface, 
setting down all four legs simultaneously. This results 
in reduced wear and tear on chair legs and glides and, 
most importantly, reduces fatigue for the housemen 
handling the chairs. Recommended for high  
volume handling (large hotel banquet facilities and 
convention centers). 



Premium Stack Chairs



Silhouette Back
The backs on all MTS stack chairs are 
secured with four (4) screws inserted 
through four (4) triple-resistance 
welded steel tabs and screwed into the 
face of the back wood (not into the 
end grain) for superior screw-holding 
power. MTS Premium stack chairs 

feature an upholstered outer back. This “silhouette” back 
provides a clean finished look with no exposed fasteners 
and is designed to fit inside the frame for protection of 
the fabric edges. The outer backs are attached to the inner 
backs with nylon automotive style fasteners that not only 
allow for ease of back replacement, but also assure the 
backs are on to stay for the life of the chair. 

 Foam Padding: Comfort and 
Safety are Standard with MTS!

Specifically formulated, highly resilient COMFORTmode®  
foam is standard and meets flammability requirements of  
C.T.B. #117. Optional FLAMEbloc™ foam meets C.T.B. #133 
when used in conjunction with appropriate MTS textiles.

TemPly™ 
Seats and Backs =  
Strength and Durability
MTS TemPly™ seat and back  
wood functions with the  
strength of an I-beam and offers 
outstanding screw holding power.  
Result: strength and durability  
that conventional particle  
board and backs can’t match.  
Optional plywood is available  
upon request.

Floor Glides = Functional Protection
The MTS Swivel Floor Glides utilize an exclusive double-tiered spring 
steel clip attachment. Result: glides that are on to stay! These glides 
are constructed with a clear vinyl bumper/boot to assist in stacking and 
provide protection to the frame finish.

 Stacking Bars = Reduced Upholstery Wear
Highly recommended for chairs that are stacked frequently. 

The bars align the chairs to stack squarely; helps reduce wear 
and tear on seat upholstery. Standard on all MTS Premium 

Eight “Gusset-style” Welds =  
Unparalleled Structural Integrity

MTS exclusive frame construction utilizes eight gusset-
style welds…four on the top of the frame and four 
more on the bottom…each is a minimum of 1-1/2" 
long! All eight welds are placed at the corner edge of 
the tubing, which is the point of highest density and 
mass for unparalleled strength.

The MTS Leg and Seat 
Reinforcement Bar 

This MTS patented design 
triangulates the structural 
connection between the rear legs 
and the seat board. The angled 
shape serves as a gusset to bridge 
between the seat board and the 
rear legs. Strategically placed at 
the stress point between the rear  
legs of the chair, and tied into  
the seat, this new leg/seat  
reinforcement bar keeps the chair 
from twisting, helps maintain 
overall rigidity, and significantly 
increases the chair’s working life. 
With this feature, the steel  
frame is backed with a 
12-YEAR WARRANTY! 
Patent #6,174,029

 The Industry’s Best  
Frame Finish!

MTS Powdercoat is a Thermo-
set epoxy hybrid that has been 
specially formulated with  
polyester fibers to give the  
MTS finish elasticity. This  
protects against cracking,  
peeling, and chipping.  

In addition, these finishes stand up 
to impact, abrasion, and corrosion, 
unlike wet-sprayed epoxy paint 
or baked enamel finishes. More 
than twenty-five (25) standard 
powdercoat colors are available 
including Solids, Metallics, 
Stonetones and Hammertones. 
Optional plated finishes include 
Chrome, Satin Nickel Chrome and 
Satin Brass.
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CONTACT THE FACTORY FOR DETAILED SPECIFICATIONS AND TEST RESULTS ON THE INDUSTRY’S BEST-BACKED STACKABLE BANQUET SEATING.

Premium Stackers–Performance and Comfort
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 Protective Stack Buttons
Custom-made clear, protective stack 

buttons with exclusive MTS Ribbed Stem 
design which functions as a “barb” to 
insure that the button can’t pull out.  
Not your “off the shelf” stack buttons.
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Premium Comfort Package (PC)

Contoured Back 
Contoured frame with curved 

plywood forms a bilateral design 
that combines the comfort of a  
contoured back with traverse 
lumbar support. Unlike flat-backed 
chair designs, the curved chair back  
provides added support across the 
lateral muscle groups and results in 
improved seating comfort.

COMFORTweb® Seat 
The MTS support system 

provides exceptional comfort  
for extended seating such as 
banquets and conferences.  
A luxurious layer of specially 
formulated COMFORTmode® 
foam supported by flexible 
rubber and polypropylene 
stretchband material delivers 
responsive, reliable comfort.  
A flat COMFORTweb® seat  
is standard. 

A contoured COMFORTweb® 

seat and frame is available as an 
option. See page 5.

The Premium Comfort package is 
optional on any Premium model  
and standard on all Regency models. 
Shown below are a few of the 
features that set the Premium 
Comfort package apart!
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Lumbar Support 
Utilizing the passive 

ergonomics of flexible 
polypropylene and rubber 
stretchbands to offer improved 
spinal support which results 
in reduced back fatigue even 
during extended seating 
periods. This non-mechanical 
design delivers long, trouble-
free life even in a heavy service 
application.
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The Premium COMFORTflex® (CF) package combines  
a number of features that make MTS chairs more 
comfortable for people at long meetings and more  
durable for banquet managers.

COMFORTflex® Hinge
Both the Basic COMFORTflex® (BCF) and Premium 

COMFORTflex® (CF) options utilize the high-tech composite hinge that 
allows the seat and back to flex in unison. An innovative combination of 
passive and active ergonomics provides hours of comfortable support.

 
Lumbar Support 

Utilizing the passive ergonomics of flexible 
polypropylene and rubber stretchbands to offer 
improved spinal support which results in reduced  
back fatigue even during extended seating periods. 
This non-mechanical design delivers long, trouble- 
free life even in a heavy service application. Standard  
on Premium COMFORTflex® (CF), optional on  
Basic COMFORTflex® (BCF). 

 
Contoured Back 

Contoured frame with curved plywood forms a 
bilateral design that combines the comfort of a 
contoured back with traverse lumbar support. 
The curved chair back provides added support 
across the lateral muscle groups and results in 
improved seating comfort. Standard on Premium 
COMFORTflex® (CF) and all Regency models. 
The Basic COMFORTflex® (BCF) is standard 
with a flat back.

 
COMFORTweb® Contoured Seat

Standard on the Premium COMFORTflex® (CF)  
model. This MTS support system includes a contoured 
plywood seat. Combined with 2-1/4" specially 
formulated COMFORTmode® foam and rubber/
polypropylene stretchband support, this seat provides 
the ultimate in comfort for seating at long meetings, 
seminars and conferences. 

COMFORTweb® Flat Seat 
Optional on the Basic COMFORTflex® (BCF) 
model. Inter-woven flexible polypropylene and rubber 
stretchbands support a luxurious layer of 2-1/4" specially 
formulated COMFORTmode® foam padding for 
exceptional comfort at banquet events, meetings  
and conferences. 

Triple Stitched French Seat Seam
The triple-stitched french seam gives a rich, tailored 
appearance. A box style seat with french seam is  
standard on Premium COMFORTflex® (CF). Both 
waterfall and box style seats with french seams, are 
available as options on all other 500 Series stackers. 
Specify FRB for french seam.
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Standard Floor Glides 
Standard on the Basic 
COMFORTflex® 
(BCF). The MTS swivel 
floor glide utilizes 
an exclusive double-
tiered spring steel clip 
attachment with eight 
(8) fingers for maximum 
holding power. The 

double-tier configuration provides dual 
interlocking points of attachment. The 
protective boot portion of these glides is 
constructed of clear vinyl with a protective 
bumper molded into the boot to assist in 
stacking and provide additional protection 
to the frame. The swivel base portion of the 
glide assists in chair leveling.

Premium Metal Glides
Standard on the Premium 
COMFORTflex® (CF) 
package and optional on 
the Basic COMFORTflex® 
(BCF). This metal-based, 
rubber-cushioned glide 
utilizes an exclusive double-
tiered, high-strength spring 

steel clip attachment. The swivel base portion 
of the premium metal glide is constructed 
with a nickel-plated, polished steel base to 
enhance the ability of the chair to slide on 
carpet. A shock absorbing rubber cushion is 
located above the metal base and below the 
internal double-tiered attachment. This feature 
greatly increases the life of the double-tier clip 
attachment by absorbing the shock of glides 
hitting the floor when unstacking chairs. 

Basic COMFORTflex®

• MTS COMFORTflex® back/seat 
system (patent pending)

• Standard flat back
• Standard flat 2" waterfall seat
• Standard nylon floor glides

Premium COMFORTflex®

• MTS COMFORTflex® back/seat 
system (patent pending)

• Contoured plywood back and  
frame with flexible lumbar support

• Contoured 2-1/4" COMFORTweb® 
box style seat

• Triple-stitched french seam on seat 
cushion

• Premium metal-based, rubber-
cushioned booted glides
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Premium and Basic  
COMFORTflex® Packages (CF & BCF)
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Premium Stacking Chairs–Standard Features, Options and Upgrades 

All Basic and Premium 500 Series models are manufactured with the patented MTS Leg and Seat Reinforcement Bar. 
This feature allows us to warranty against frame failure due to broken or fatigued welds for a full 12 years from the date of 
the original MTS invoice.

Features identified with a 2- or 3-letter code are options. The code must be specified when ordering. Features without a code are standard features. 
See specific models to determine which features are options and which are standard on your model. 

12-Year Structural 
Frame Warranty

MTS Leg and Seat 
Reinforcement Bar

The MTS Leg and Seat Reinforcement Bar is a standard feature on all Basic and Premium stack chairs. 
This patented design triangulates the structural connection between the rear legs and the seat board. The 
angled shape serves as a gusset to bridge between the seat board and rear legs. Completing an all-steel 
framework around the back of the chair, the bar adds to the overall structural integrity of the chair. The 
back cushion, mounted inside the frame, is held securely because the bar keeps the legs from twisting 
and spreading. The bar allows us to offer the 12-year structural frame warranty on all Basic and 
Premium stack chairs.  All COMFORTflex® (CF) and Basic COMFORTflex® (BCF) chairs have dual leg 
reinforcement bars. 

Silhouette Style 
Back 

All MTS Premium models feature the “silhouette” style back, an upholstered outer back, designed to fit inside 
the frame for protection of the fabric edges. The outer backs are attached to the inner backs with nylon 
automotive style fasteners that not only allow for ease of back replacement, but also assure the backs are on 
to stay for the life of the chair. The backs on all MTS stack chairs are secured with four (4) screws inserted 
through four (4) triple-resistance welded steel tabs and screwed into the face of the back wood (not into the 
end grain) for superior screw-holding power. All Premium stackers feature a silhouette style back to present a 
clean, finished look with no exposed fasteners. 

MTS Nylon Floor 
Glides

The MTS standard nylon swivel floor glides utilize an exclusive double-tiered, high-strength spring steel 
clip attachment with eight fingers for maximum holding power. The double-tier configuration provides 
dual interlocking points of attachment. The protective boot portion of these glides is constructed of clear 
vinyl with a protective bumper molded into the boot to assist in stacking and provide additional protection 
to the frame. The base portion of both glides swivels to assist in chair leveling. Standard on all MTS 500 
Series stack chairs except COMFORTflex® (CF) package.

MTS Premium Metal 
Base Glides (MBG)

This optional metal-based, rubber-cushioned glide utilizes the same exclusive double-tiered, high-strength 
spring steel clip attachment as mentioned above in our standard nylon floor glide. The swivel base portion of 
the premium metal glide is constructed with a nickel-plated, polished steel base to enhance the ability of the 
chair to slide on carpet and work equally well on hard surface floors. A shock absorbing rubber cushion is 
located above the metal base and below the internal double-tiered attachment. This feature greatly increases 
the life of the double-tier clip attachment by absorbing the shock of glides hitting the floor when unstacking 
chairs. Specify MBG. Standard on the COMFORTflex® (CF) package upgrade; optional on all other MTS 500  
Series chairs.

Stack Bars (SB) Designed for situations where chairs are stacked  
frequently. Stack bars force the chairs to stack squarely 
which reduces wear and tear on seat upholstery. 

Standard on all Premium models. 

Optional on Basic models: 500, 501, 505, 563, 
564, 575 and 587. Specify SB.
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Basic (BCF)  
Premium (CF) 

COMFORTflex® 
Back 
 

Premium COMFORTflex® (CF) stack chairs feature 
a contoured back with a flexible lumbar support and 
a contoured COMFORTweb® box style seat with a 
triple-stitched french seam. Premium metal-based 
glides are also standard on all COMFORTflex® 
models. 

The Basic COMFORTflex® (BCF) has a flat back 
and standard 2" waterfall seat with standard nylon 
glides. 

Basic COMFORTflex® (BCF) and the Premium 
COMFORTflex® (CF) utilize a high-tech composite 
hinge that allows the seat and back to flex in unison. 
An innovative combination of passive and active 

Premium COMFORTflex® packages are available 
on any Premium 500 Series stackers.  
Specify CF prefix before model number for 
Premium COMFORTflex® package.

Basic COMFORTflex® packages are available on 
any Premium 500 Series stackers. 
Specify BCF prefix before model number for 
Basic COMFORTflex® package.



Premium Stacking Chairs–Standard Features, Options and Upgrades 

Plywood Seat (PWS)
Plywood Back (PWB)

Specify PWS.
Specify PWB. 

 Retractable Linking 
Device
(RLG) Gold
(RLS) Silver
(RLB) Black

Retractable ganger slides out of sight under the seat 
when not in use. Held in place with a molded nylon 
retainer. 

Stack Bar Ganger 
(GSB)

Formed tubular steel stack bar/ganger maintains 
strength and functional features of stack bar with  
convenience of a built-in ganger. 

 Triple-Stitched 
French Seat Seam 
(FRB)

The triple-stitched french seam gives a rich, tailored 
appearance. A box front is available as an option. 
Specify BXF and the seat will be mounted in reverse. 

A durable option to replace TemPly™ on Premium and Basic stackers. Standard on Premium COMFORTflex® 

(CF) backs, Premium Comfort (PC) backs, and Regency backs.

Waterfall Style  
Seat Seam

The double reinforced weltless seam is standard.  
Box front available. Specify BXF and seat will be 
mounted in reverse.

Wire Ganger (PG) Constructed of solid 1/4" wire rod welded  
to chair frame.

Available on 500, 501, 505, 563, 564, 575, 
575-2, 587, 567, 568, 569, 588, 589, 
582, 584, 590, 592, 593, 594, 596, 599, 
and all Premium Comfort (PC), Premium 
COMFORTflex® (CF) and Basic COMFORTflex® 
(BCF) models. 

Waterfall french seam is optional on all 500 
Series stack chairs, except model 501. 501 has a 
pullover seat and all COMFORTflex® (CF) chairs 
have a box style seat with a top-stitched french 
seam as a standard feature. 

Specify FRB.

Two-inch waterfall seat is standard on all 500 
Series stack chairs, except model 501 which has 
a pullover style seat. A 2-1/4" flat COMFORTweb® 

waterfall seat is standard on all Premium 
COMFORT® (PC) models. A 2-1/4" box style 
contoured COMFORTweb® seat with french seam 
standard on all COMFORTflex® (CF) models. 

Available on models 500, 501, 505, 563, 564, 567, 
568, 569, 575, 575-2, 582, 584, 587, 588, 589, 
590, 592, 593, 594, 596, 599, and all Premium 
Comfort (PC), Premium COMFORTflex® (CF) and 
Basic COMFORTflex® (BCF) and armchair models 
(AR). All AR models gang off the arm.  

Specify PG.

Available on 500, 501, 505, 563, 564, 575, 
575-2, 587, 567, 568, 569, 588, 589, 582, 584, 
590, 592, 593, 594, 596, 599, and all Premium 
Comfort (PC), Premium COMFORTflex® (CF) and 
Basic COMFORTflex® (BCF) models. 

Specify GSB. 

Many Basic and Premium stack chairs are available 
as armchairs. Specify AR as a suffix after the model 
number.

Armchair models are available for models: 563, 575, 
575-2, 567, 568, 588, 589 and 593. Other armchair 
models may be available: for quotation, contact MTS 
with armchair requirements. Specify quantity and 
back style.

Graphite-colored PVC arm caps with self-healing  
skin are standard on armchairs (AR). The caps are 
resistant to abrasion and most chemicals. 

Armchair Upgrade 
(AR)

PVC arm cap 
standard. 

Standard: All armchairs are standard with PVC 
arm cap, a durable, graphite-colored, self-healing 
material that is resistant to most cleaning  
chemicals. 

Options: Optional wood arm caps are available 
on some models: specify Maple (OMA) or Oak 
(OOA) armrests. To specify stain for the armrests, 
refer to the MTS Finish Selector. 
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Solid Contoured 
Seat (SCS)

Contoured plywood seat with 2" of COMFORTmode® 

foam. Waterfall style with standard seam.

COMFORTweb®  
Flat Seat (CWS)

Interwoven flexible polypropylene and rubber  
stretchbands support a luxurious layer of 2-1/4"  
specially formulated COMFORTmode® foam padding 
that provides exceptional comfort for extended seating 
at banquet events, meetings and conferences.  
Waterfall style with standard seam.

Contoured Lumbar 
Back (CLB)

Lumbar back support provided 
by a contoured chair frame and 
plywood back featuring a flexible 
lower lumbar support system 
using rubber and polypropylene 
stretchbands. 

Standard on all Premium Comfort (PC), Regency 
and COMFORTflex® (CF) models. Optional 
on Premium (Group A and B), and Basic 
COMFORTflex® (BCF) models. 

Specify CLB.

Optional on all Basic and Premium models. 

Specify SCS.

Standard on all Premium Comfort (PC), and 
Regency models. Optional on all Basic and 
Premium models (Group A and B). 

Specify CWS.

COMFORTweb® 
Contoured Seat (CCS)

Two-and-a-quarter inches of COMFORTmode® foam 
over flexible polypropylene and rubber stretch band 
support attached to a matching contoured plywood seat 
and frame to provide exceptional comfort for extended 
seating applications at banquets, events, meetings  
and conferences. 

Standard on all COMFORTflex® (CF) models. 
Optional on all other models. 

Specify CCS.

Premium Stacking Chairs–Standard Features, Options and Upgrades 
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Handholds All MTS 500 Series stacking banquet chairs are 
standard with handholds. To request a quotation without 
handholds, contact MTS with quantity and style.

Standard on all MTS 500 Series stacking  
banquet chairs.



A dimension in elegance.

A three-dimensional sculpted look  

in the Regency decorative backs makes 

a great first impression.  

From traditional to transitional,  

the Regency back upgrade is available  

as an upgrade to many of the  

Premium Comfort and Premium 

COMFORTflex® stack chairs.  

Check the available upgrades in  

the sidebar next to the chair you’ve 

chosen to see if the Regency back 

you’d like is available with that  

particular chair style. To indicate  

this upgrade, simply designate  

your choice with a suffix after the 

model number. 

All Regency backs feature lumbar 

back support provided by a 

contoured chair frame and a curved 

plywood back featuring a flexible 

lower lumbar support system 

using rubberized polypropylene 

Regency Decorative  
Back Upgrades
Designated by a suffix (shown in blue)  
after the model number

Regency Decorative Backs

 BB (Braid Back)

 CB (Chippendale Back)

 CR (Crossroads Back)

 DB (Dante Back)

 HB (Hepplewhite Back)

 LB (Lattice Back)

 LR (Lyre Back)

 WB (Weave Back)

CF568-LB CF569-LR CF582-CB
CF582-CR

CF582-DB CF582-HB CF584-HB CF584-LR

CF589-HB CF590-WB CF592-HB CF593-CB

CF594-BB CF594-CR

CF594-HB CF599-CB

CF584-BB CF584-CR

Regency Back Upgrades
Regency decorative backs can be added to many Premium Comfort (PC) and Premium 
COMFORTflex® (CF) stack chairs. The Regency backs are only available in conjunction  
with these packages. Regency backs are standard with handholds as shown. To specify a 
solid back with no handhold, specify (NHH).  

CF593-DB CF593-LB
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Premium  
Upgrades

Upholstery Upgrades
Designated by a suffix (shown in blue) after 
the model number

  CHI (Fan Channel Back) 
Available on: 588, 589, 594, 582

  BT (Button Tufted) 
Available on: 567, 568, 569, 590, 
594, 596

Fan Channel Back (CHI)Button Tufted (BT)

Upholstery Upgrades



a. 567-BT (shown)

17-1/2"w x 21-1/2"d x 36-1/2"h

b. 569

17-1/2"w x 21-1/2"d x 36-1/2"h

c. 584

17-1/2"w x 23"d x 37"h

b

Packages
Designated by a prefix (shown in green)  
before the model number

  PC (Premium Comfort)  
see page 4 
BCF (Basic COMFORTflex®) 
see page 5 
CF (Premium  
COMFORTflex®) 
see page 5

Upgrades & Options
Designated by a suffix (shown in blue)  
after the model number

Upholstery Upgrade

 BT (Button Tufted)

Armchair Option

 AR (Armchair) 567 only

Regency Decorative Backs

 BB (Braid Back) 
 CR (Crossroads Back) 
 HB (Hepplewhite Back) 
 LR (Lyre Back)

 

For a complete listing of options and packages 
of options, see pages 4-9.

569
569-BT
PC569
PC569-LR

BCF569
CF569
CF569-LR 

b. 569 
Available as:  

a
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500 Series Premium Stackers

BB CR HB LR

c

c. 584 
Available as:  

584
PC584
PC584-BB
PC584-CR
PC584-HB
PC584-LR

BCF584
CF584
CF584-BB
CF584-CR
CF584-HB
CF584-LR

Positive reinforcement.

With subtle arches and tapered lines, 

our Premium stackers win points 

for style, thanks to features like our 

silhouette back for a clean,  

tailored appearance.

567
567-BT 
(shown)
PC567
BCF567

CF567
567-AR
PC567-AR 

a. 567 
Available as: 



500 Series Premium Stackers

b

c
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a

Packages
Designated by a prefix (shown in green)  
before the model number

 PC (Premium Comfort) 
 see page 4 
 BCF (Basic COMFORTflex®) 
 see page 5 
 CF (Premium 
 COMFORTflex®) 
 see page 5

Upgrades & Options
Designated by a suffix (shown in blue)  
after the model number

Upholstery Upgrade

 CHI (Fan Channel Back)

Armchair Option

 AR (Armchair)

Regency Decorative Back

 HB (Hepplewhite Back) 
 

 
For a complete listing of options and packages 
of options, see pages 4-9.

c. 589 
Available as:  

HB

575-2
CF575-2
575-2-AR 

a. 575-2 
Available as: 

a. 575-2

17-1/2"w x 22"d x 34-1/2"h

b. 588-CHI (shown)

17-1/2"w x 22"d x 36-1/2"h

c. 589

17-1/2"w x 22"d x 36-1/2"h

b. 588 
Available as: 

Silhouette Style Back  
All MTS Premium models 
feature “silhouette” style 
back, an upholstered outer 
back, designed to fit inside 
the frame for protection of 
the fabric edges.

Contoured Back  
Lumbar back support 
provided by a contoured 
chair frame and plywood 
back featuring a flexible 
lower lumbar support 
system using rubber and 
polypropylene stretchbands.

588
588-CHI 
(shown)
PC588
PC588-CHI

BCF588
CF588
588-AR
PC588-AR

589
589-CHI 
(shown)
PC589-CHI
PC589-HB
BCF589

CF589
CF589-HB
589-AR
PC589-AR
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a. 568

17-3/8"w x 22"d x 36-1/2"h

b. 582

17-1/2"w x 23"d x 37"h

a

b

568
568-BT
PC568-LB
BCF568

CF568
CF568-LB
568-AR 

a. 568 
Available as: 

582
PC582-CB
PC582-CR
PC582-DB
PC582-HB
BCF582

CF582
CF582-CB
CF582-CR
CF582-DB
CF582-HB
 

b. 582 
Available as:  

Packages
Designated by a prefix (shown in green)  
before the model number

 PC (Premium Comfort) 
 See page 4 
 BCF (Basic COMFORTflex®) 
 See page 5 
 CF (Premium 
 COMFORTflex®) 
 See page 5

Upgrades & Options
Designated by a suffix (shown in blue)  
before the model number

Upholstery Upgrades

 BT (Button Tufted) 568 only

Armchair Option

 AR (Armchair)

Regency Decorative Backs

 CR (Crossroads Back) 
 CB (Chippendale Back) 
 HB (Hepplewhite Back) 
 DB (Dante Back) 
 LB (Lattice Back)

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

For a complete listing of options and 
packages of options, see pages 4-9.
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500 Series Premium Stackers

CR HB

LBDB

CB



c. 592

17-1/2"w x 22"d x 35"h

d. 594

17-1/2"w x 22-1/2"d x 37"h

e. 596

17-1/2"w x 22-1/2"d x 37"h

c

e

d

Packages
Designated by a prefix (shown in green)  
before the model number

 PC (Premium Comfort) 
 see page 4 
 BCF (Basic COMFORTflex®) 
 see page 5 
 CF (Premium 
 COMFORTflex®) 
 see page 5

Upgrades & 

Options
Designated by a suffix (shown in blue)  
after the model number

Upholstery Upgrades
 CHI (Fan Channel Back) 
 BT (Button Tufted)

Armchair Option
 AR (Armchair)

Regency Decorative Backs
 BB (Braid Back) 
 CR 

(Crossroads Back) 
 HB (Hepplewhite Back) 
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CR HBBB

500 Series Premium Stackers

592
PC592
PC592-HB

BCF592
CF592
CF592-HB

c. 592 
Available as: 

d. 594 
Available as:  

594
594-CHI
594-BT
PC594
PC594-CHI
PC594-BB
PC594-CR

PC594-HB
BCF594
CF594
CF594-BB
CF594-CR
CF594-HB

e. 596 
Available as:  

596
596-BT
PC596

BCF596
CF596



 0

a. 590

17-1/2"w x 22"d x 34"h

b. 593

17-1/2"w x 22-1/2"d x 37-3/4"h

c. 599

17-1/2"w x 22-1/2"d x 37-3/4"h

a

b

590
590-BT
PC590
PC590-WB

BCF590
CF590
CF590-WB 

a. 590 
Available as: 

b. 593 
Available as:  

Packages
Designated by a prefix (shown in green)  
before the model number

 PC (Premium Comfort) 
 See page 4 
 BCF (Basic COMFORTflex®) 
 See page 5 
 CF (Premium 
 COMFORTflex®) 
 See page 5

Upgrades & Options
Designated by a suffix (shown in blue)  
after the model number

Upholstery Upgrade

 BT (Button Tufted)

Armchair Option

 AR (Armchair)

Regency Decorative Backs

 WB (Weave Back) 
 CB (Chippendale Back) 
 DB (Dante Back) 
 LB (Lattice Back)

For a complete listing of options and 
packages of options, see pages 4-9.

c
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500 Series Premium Stackers

LBCB DBWB

593
PC593
PC593-CB
PC593-DB
PC593-LB
BCF593

CF593
CF593-CB
CF593-DB
CF593-LB
593-AR

599
PC599
PC599-CB

BCF599
CF599
CF599-CB 

c. 599 
Available as:  



c. 599

17-1/2"w x 22-1/2"d x 37-3/4"h

Basic Stack Chairs



 Tab Back       
The backs on all MTS stack chairs are 
secured with four (4) screws inserted 
through four (4) triple-resistance welded 
steel tabs and screwed into the face of the 
back wood (not into the end grain) for 
superior screw-holding power.  

   Foam Padding: Comfort and 
Safety are Standard with MTS!

Specifically formulated, highly resilient COMFORTmode® 
foam is standard and meets flammability requirements  
of C.T.B. #117. Optional FLAMEbloc™ foam meets  
C.T.B. #133 when used in conjunction with appropriate 
MTS textiles.

TemPly™ 
Seats and Backs = 
Strength and  
Durability

MTS TemPly™ seat and 
back wood functions with 
the strength of an I-beam 
and offers outstanding screw 
holding power. Result: 
strength and durability that 
conventional particle board 
and backs can’t match. 
Optional plywood is available 
upon request.

   Floor Glides = Functional Protection
The MTS Swivel Floor Glides utilize an exclusive double-tiered 

spring steel clip attachment. Result: glides that are on to stay! These 
glides  
are constructed with a clear vinyl bumper/boot to assist in stacking and 
provide protection to the frame finish.

  Stacking Bars = Reduced Upholstery Wear
Highly recommended for chairs that are stacked frequently. The 

bars align the chairs to stack squarely; helps reduce wear and tear on 
seat upholstery. Optional on Basic models 500, 501, 505, 563, 564,  
575 and 587.

Eight “Gusset-style” welds =  
Unparalleled Structural Integrity

MTS exclusive frame construction utilizes eight 
gusset-style welds…four on the top of the 
frame and four more on the bottom…each is a 
minimum of 1-1/2" long! All eight welds are 
placed at the corner edge of the tubing, which 
is the point of highest density and mass for 

unparalleled strength.

  The MTS Leg and  
  Seat Reinforcement Bar 

This MTS patented design triangulates  
the structural connection between 
the rear legs and the seat board. The 
angled shape serves as a gusset to bridge 
between the seat board and the rear  
legs. Strategically placed at the stress 
point between the rear legs of the  
chair, and tied into the seat, this new 
leg/seat reinforcement bar keeps the 
chair from twisting, helps maintain 
overall rigidity, and significantly 
increases the chair’s working life. With 
this feature, the steel frame is backed 
with a 12-YEAR WARRANTY!
Patent #6,174,029 

2 The Industry’s  
Best Frame Finish!

MTS Powdercoat is a Thermo-set 
epoxy hybrid that has been specially 
formulated with polyester fibers to 
give the MTS finish elasticity. This 
protects against cracking, peeling, and 
chipping. In addition, these finishes 
stand up to impact, abrasion, and  
corrosion, unlike wet-sprayed epoxy 
paint or baked enamel finishes.  
More than twenty-five (25) standard 
powdercoat colors are available  
including Solids, Metallics, Stonetones 
and Hammertones. Optional plated 
finishes include Chrome, Satin Nickel 
Chrome and Satin Brass.

3

6

4

48

1

3

5

CONTACT THE FACTORY FOR DETAILED SPECIFICATIONS AND TEST RESULTS ON THE INDUSTRY’S BEST-BACKED STACKABLE BANQUET SEATING.

7

6

2

How Basic Stackers Stack Up

1

8

7

17

5

 Protective Stack Buttons
Custom-made, clear protective stack buttons 

with exclusive MTS Ribbed Stem design which 
functions as a “barb” to ensure that the button can’t 
pull out. Not your “off the shelf” stack buttons.

9

9



All Basic and Premium 500 Series models are manufactured with the patented MTS Leg and Seat Reinforcement Bar. This 
feature allows us to warranty against frame failure due to broken or fatigued welds for a full 12 years from the date of the original 
MTS invoice.

 
 The MTS Leg and Seat Reinforcement Bar is a standard feature on all basic and premium stack chairs. This 
patented design triangulates the structural connection between the rear legs and the seat board. The angled 
shape serves as a gusset to bridge between the seat board and rear legs. Completing an all-steel framework 
around the back of the chair, the bar adds to the overall structural integrity of the chair. The back cushion, 
mounted inside the frame, is held securely because the bar keeps the legs from twisting and spreading. The bar 
allows us to offer the 12-year structural frame warranty on all basic and premium stack chairs.

 
The backs on all MTS stack chairs are secured with four (4) screws inserted through four (4) triple-resistance 
welded steel tabs and screwed into the face of the back wood (not into the end grain) for superior  
screw-holding power. 
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Basic Stacking Chairs–Standard Features, Options and Upgrades 

MTS Premium Metal 
Base Glides (MBG) 

Stack Bars (SB) 

Stack Bar Ganger (GSB) 

Wire Ganger (PG) 

Box Front Style  
Seat Seam (BXF)  

Plywood Seat & Back

COMFORTweb®  
Flat Seat (CWS) 

COMFORTweb® 
Contoured Seat (CCS)  

Plated Finishes  

Straight Channel 
Back (CH)

Upholstery Options

Armchair Upgrade 
(AR)  

French Seat Seam 
(FRB)  

Retractable Linking 
Device

Featured below are upgrades and options available. The suffix or option code for each option is noted in blue. It is also noted throughout the catalog 
which upgrades and options are available with each chair style. 

Available on: 500, 501, 564

12-Year Structural 
Frame Warranty

MTS Leg and Seat 
Reinforcement Bar

Exposed Back Tabs

Designed for situations where chairs are stacked frequently. Optional on all Basic models, standard on all Premium models.

The strength and functional features of stack bars with convenience of a built-in ganger. Optional on all 500 Series models.

Constructed of solid 1/4" wire rod welded to chair frame. Optional on all 500 Series models.

Available in Gold (RLG), Silver (RLS), and Black (RLB). The retractable ganger slides out of sight when not in use.  Available on all 
500 Series models.

The swivel base portion is constructed with a nickel-plated, polished steel base to enhance the ability of the chair to slide on both 
carpet and hard surface floors. A shock absorbing rubber cushion increases the life of the double-tier clip attachment by absorbing 
the shock of glides hitting the floor when unstacking chairs. Optional on all 500 Series chairs (standard on the COMFORTflex® (CF) 
package upgrade).

The waterfall style seat seam is standard on all upholstered stack chairs (except 501), a box front is available by reversing the seat to 
put the waterfall to the back of the chair.

The triple-stitched french seat seam gives a rich tailored appearance. Optional on all upholstered stack chairs except 501.  

Plywood seat (PWS) and plywood back (PWB). Plywood is a durable option that can replace the TemPly™ seat or back.

Flexible stretchbands support a luxurious layer of COMFORTmode® foam padding to provide extra comfort for extended seating. 
Standard on all chairs specified with the Premium Comfort package (PC). Optional on all Basic and Premium chairs.

The same luxurious features of the COMFORTweb® flat seat, with a contoured plywood seat and frame to provide exceptional 
comfort. Standard on all chairs specified with the Premium COMFORTflex® package (CF). Optional on all other 500 Series chairs.

Optional plated finishes include Chrome (C1), Satin Nickel Chrome (SNC), and Satin Brass (SB1).

Many Basic and Premium stack chairs are available as armchairs. Check the chair style to see if this option is available on the  
style of choice. Graphite-colored PVC arm caps with self-healing skin are standard on armchairs. Styles available as armchairs 
(specify AR after model number) can be upgraded further with stylish wood arm caps. Specify Maple (OMA) or Oak (OOA) and 
specify stain finish.



a. 500-CH (shown)

17-1/2"w x 21-1/2"d x 34"h

b. 501

17-1/2"w x 21-1/2"d x 34"h

a

500
500-CH 
(shown)
 

b

501
501-CH
 

b. 501 
Available as:  

500 Series Basic Stackers

Upgrades & Options
Designated by a suffix (shown in blue)  
after the model number

Upholstery Upgrade

 CH (Straight Channel Back)

 
See page 20 for additional options  
and upgrades.

Love at first seat.

Our Basic stackers make an unforgettable 

first impression. Featuring our patented 

leg and seat reinforcement bar, TemPly™ 

seats and backs, and COMFORTmode® 

foam padding for increased performance. 

Tab style backs, optional stack bars, 

standard nylon swivel glides and 

the hardworking protection of our 

powdercoat frame finish make this  

series a sensible solution.

a. 500 
Available as: 

Tab Back       
The backs on all MTS stack chairs  
are secured with four (4) screws 
inserted through four (4) triple-
resistance welded steel tabs and 
screwed into the face of the back 
wood (not into the end grain) for 
superior screw-holding power.  
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c. 505

17-1/2"w x 21-1/4"d x  
34-1/2"h

d. 563-AR (shown)

22-1/2"w x 22"d x 36-1/2"h

Also available without arms 
563 
17-1/2"w x 22"d x 36-1/2"h

e. 564

17-1/2"w x 22"d x 37"h

c

e

500 Series Basic Stackers

505
 

c. 505 
Available as:

563
563-AR 
(shown)
 

d. 563 
Available as:

d

Upgrades & Options
Designated by a suffix (shown in blue)  
after the model number

Upholstery Upgrades

 CH (Straight Channel Back) 
 CHI (Fan Channel Back) 
 BT (Button Tufted)

Armchair Option

 AR (Armchair)

 
See page 20 for additional options  
and upgrades.
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564
564-CH

e. 564 
Available as:



Washington Convention Center 
Washington, D.C.

Basic Stackers 575

W
ash

ington 
     C

onvention C
enter

575
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a. 575

17-1/2"w x 22"d x 34-1/2"h

b. 587

17-1/2"w x 22"d x 36-1/2"h

a

b

575
575-AR
575-CLB
 

587

b. 587 
Available as:  

a. 575 
Available as: 

Upgrades & Options
Designated by a suffix (shown in blue)  
after the model number

Armchair Option

 AR (Armchair)

Back Option (575)

 CLB (Contoured Lumbar Support)

500 Series Basic Stackers

22

Contoured Back  
Lumbar back support 
provided by a contoured 
chair frame and plywood 
back featuring a flexible 
lower lumbar support 
system using rubber and 
polypropylene stretchbands.

Exposed Back Tabs 
The backs on all MTS 
stack chairs are secured 
with four (4) screws 
inserted through four (4) 
triple-resistance welded 
steel tabs and screwed 
into the face of the back 
wood (not into the end 
grain) for superior  
screw-holding power.



<#>

The MTS Representative in your area is:

MTS Seating
7100 Industrial Drive
Temperance, MI 48182
734-847-3875
FAX: 800-329-0687
www.mtsseating.com

©2003 MTS Seating
Pub. No.: MTSL_182/09/2003/20M

www.mtsseating.com | Bring style, comfort, performance, and value right to your desktop.

A Virtual Universe Of Seating Solutions

When it comes to hospitality, we furnish it all. Style, comfort, performance and value - at your fingertips. Visit 
our comprehensive website for the big picture in turnkey solutions for every seating setting. Discover the 
performance engineering and ergonomics today’s hospitality industry demands. And the design  
impact to make a lasting statement from whimsical, to romantic to retro to regal. Pull up a seat and log on 
to www.mtsseating.com for the whole story. 

567 568 569 575-2 582 584 588

589 590 592 593 594 596 599

500 501 505 563 564 575 587

Premium Stackers

Basic Stackers


